Manufacturing & Logistics

Streamline and Scale Your Operations Across the Nation
More than two-thirds of Americans shop online, and customers’ expectations for product
availability, competitive pricing, and timely delivery are higher than ever. As supply chains
adapt to meet these demands, manufacturing and logistics teams must stay agile to
maintain fast, quality performance.
One of the paint points preventing manufacturers from achieving this is the ability to find
and hire qualified talent quickly and efficiently.

Fountain has redefined the recruiting standard to help manufacturers simplify and
streamline their hiring process through the following features:

Automated
Screen, engage, and onboard candidates
by leveraging automated scheduling, SMS,
video interviews, and document signing.
Calendar syncing allows you to schedule
interviews at a time that works for you and
the candidate. Use the chatbot to keep
candidates engaged by answering FAQs
and fostering conversation.

Integrated
Fountain’s technology was built to work
with existing systems in your hiring funnel.
Seamless integration helps improve the
candidate experience, reduce drop-off,
and increase conversion rates.
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Mobile First
Source, screen, and hire on the go.
Candidates can apply anytime, anywhere
via their email address on their mobile
phone (iOS or Android). ‘Text to Apply’
helps amplify awareness of job
opportunities, collect passive applicant
data, and provide an engaging candidate
experience.

User Friendly
Fountain’s simple interface and dragand-drop workflows enable managers to
quickly hire and onboard while running
their business. Features are tailored to
your specific needs and scale with you as
you grow. Use the location-, region-, and
company-level dashboards for real-time
analytics.

"We received 358 applicants. Made offers to 142 candidates. Of those,
110 successfully meet the accurate background criteria, due to the speed
and responsiveness of the program we were able to successfully onboard
84 new employees during that time. The results were amazing! This has
cut our hiring time in half!"
- Al Jacobs, Primetime Logistics

Fountain’s high volume hiring platform empowers the world’s leading brands to streamline and
scale their recruiting function. Our mobile-first platform keeps candidates engaged, and moves
quality talent through the pipeline, reducing time to fill. Fountain enables employers globally to
make data-driven decisions and attract the best candidates.
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